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TERM Michaelmas
Childhood 

Lent
Ancient World 

Trinity
Supernatural 

UNIT 1 (7 Weeks) 2 (7 weeks) 3 (6 weeks) 4 (6 weeks) 5 (6 weeks) 6 (6 weeks)

TITLE Novel Poetry Myths Play Non-Fiction Novel

TEXTS Goodnight Mister Tom 
by Michelle Magorian 

Tales of Ancient Greece
by Robert Lancelyn Green 

The Story of the Iliad
by Simon Armitage 

The Ghost of Thomas Kempe
by Penelope Lively 

VOCABULARY Etymology morphology
Characterisation 
Context 
Structure 
Genre 
Emotive 
Narrative 
Implied 
Prediction 

Rhyme
Rhythm 
Stanza/verse 
Metaphor 
Simile 
Syllable 
Repetition 

Myth
Legend 
Epic 
Legend 
Plot 
Structure 
Description 
Dialogue 

Scene
Act 
Layout 
Structure 
Stage directions 
Characterisation 

Alliteration
Onomatopoeia 

Supernatural
Genre 
Repetition 
Etymology 
Morphology 
Prediction 

READING SKILLS Drawing inferences by 
inferring characters’ 
feelings, thoughts and 
motives from their 
actions, and justifying 
inferences with evidence  
Predicting what might 
happen next from details 
stated and implied   

Learning a wide range of
poetry by heart  
Preparing poems and 
plays to read aloud and 
to perform, showing 
understanding through 
intonation, tone and 
volume 
Discuss and evaluate 
how authors use 
language, including 
figurative language 

Increasing familiarity with 
myths, legends and traditional 
stories  
Drawing inferences by inferring 
characters’ feelings, thoughts 
and motives from their actions, 
and justifying inferences with 
evidence  
Predicting what might happen 
next from details stated and 
implied  

Drawing inferences by inferring
characters’ feelings, thoughts and 
motives from their actions, and 
justifying inferences with evidence 
from the play 
Predicting what might happen next 
from details stated and implied   

Reading for a range of purposes (to 
entertain and inform) 
Identifying the themes and 
conventions of non-fiction writing 
Identifying how language, 
structure and presentation 
contribute to meaning   
Distinguish between statements of 
fact and opinion  
Retrieve, record and present 
information from non-fiction 

Drawing inferences by inferring 
characters’ feelings, thoughts and 
motives from their actions, and 
justifying inferences with evidence  
Predicting what might happen next 
from details stated and implied   
Identify the conventions of diary writing 

WRITING SKILLS Summarise and present a 
story in their own words  
Practise using modal 
verbs, relative clauses and 
conjunctions  

Including a range of 
figurative language 
within their own poetry  

Describe settings, characters 
and atmosphere  
Use of a variety of sentence 
types  

Précising longer passages (speeches 
from the play)  
Describing settings, characters and 
atmosphere and integrating 
dialogue to convey character and 
advance action (writing play script 
as prose) 

Identify the audience for and 
purpose for writing (to inform), 
selecting the appropriate form and 
using other similar writing as 
models for their own  
Using organisational and 
presentational devices to structure 
text (headings, bullet points, 
underlining) 
Using a wide range of devices to 
build cohesion within and across 
paragraphs  

Use the conventions of diary writing 
(first person) 
Use the conventions of letter writing  
Identify the audience for and purpose 
for writing (to inform), selecting the 
appropriate form and using other 
similar writing as models for their own  
Using organisational and presentational 
devices to structure text (letter writing) 

SPOKEN 
LANGUAGE 

Paired and group talk:  Speaking to teacher and other 
adults: Listening and responding to others: Oral 
rehearsal for writing:   

Learning to talk clearly in front of large groups:  Giving feedback to 
others:  Formal oral presentations:   

Developing deeper and richer vocabulary:  To be able discuss abstract 
concepts. 

SPAG Words with a long SHUHS sound spelt CIOUS: Words 
with endings that sound like SHUHS spelt with TIOUS 
or IOUS: 

Adding Suffix NESS:  Creating nouns using SHIP suffix: Homophones 
and near homophones:  Words with an OR sound spelt OR:  Words 
with an OR sound spelt AU:  Convert nouns or adjectives into verbs 

Words containing the letter string OUGH:  Adverbials of time:  Adverbials of 
place: Words with and EAR sound spelt ERE:  Statutory words Polysyllabic 
words with unstressed vowels:  Adding verb prefixes DE and RE: Adding verb 
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Words with the short vowel sound I spelt with Y: 
Words with the long vowel sound I spelt with Y:  
Homophones and near Homophones: Words with 
silent letters:  Modal verbs: 
Words that end in MENT:  – Adverbs of possibility and 
frequency:  Statutory spelling challenge words:  
Creating nouns using ITY suffix. 

parenthesis 
modal verbs 
adverbs of possibility 
relative pronoun 
relative clause 
conjunctions for cohesion 
ambiguity 
speech marks 

using suffix ISE:  Convert nouns or adjectives into verbs using suffix 
ATE: Convert nouns or adjectives into verbs using suffix IFY:  Convert 
nouns or adjectives into verbs using suffix EN. 

bullet points  
precis 
adverbial phrases 
apostrophe’s for possession 

prefixes OVER:  creating adjectives using the suffix FUL:  Creating the 
adjectives using the suffix IVE: Creating adjectives using the suffix AL. 

CLASS WRITING 
TASKS 

Continuing a story in the 
same style 

Write a poem about 
childhood 
Write a character 
description 

Writing your own myth.
Description of a hero. 

Writing a play script
Writing play script as prose. 

Writing an information article
Newspaper report 

Writing a diary entry
Write a letter to… 

CAT TEST CAT Week CAT WEEK 


